
 Ben Smith, ‘Trainer Ben’, is an advocate and ally for young men who believes we can heal our families when we heal
ourselves. Ben breaks down barriers with stories, humour, and charisma as he connects with one-on-one clients, groups, and
audiences both locally and globally as someone who has walked in their shoes and is now reaching back to provide a simple,
teachable process to help lift others.

Facing Goliath expresses hard-earned wisdom gained through lived experience in various situations and environments,
offering real-life, relatable stories and lessons learned from someone who has been there, passed onto young men seeking
answers and clarity in an often confusing and toxic world. 

“Expressing the lessons I have learned through the culmination of the many struggles I have overcome is my life’s purpose.” 

“This semi-autobiographical novel was written for people believing they are a failure and will never amount to anything. It
is my desire that readers learn through my experiences that they hold the power to recreate themselves repeatedly until
they become who they want to be. We are always in a state of becoming. I learned how to move past my own pain and
now experience immeasurable joy and immense gratitude as we help others to do the same through the work of the
Goliath Foundation. My life is filled with joy, love, and appreciation for each day because I have made sense of and
learned from my experiences, many of which I have shared in this book.” 

 “I believe Facing Goliath will resonate with people who are
struggling with their identity, violence issues, suicidal feelings,
dealing with emotions of unworthiness or feeling less than;
anyone feeling hopeless as I once did, and - quite honestly -
not given much of a chance.” 

The Goliath Foundation announced today the release of the
first installment of Ben Smith's semi-autobiographical trilogy,
Facing Goliath, available mid-December 2022.
 
This hard-hitting novel takes readers inside the mind of a
suicidal young man on the verge of self-destruction. Walk
along with his journey and the harsh reality of an upbringing
riddled with bullying and racism leading to what seems an
inevitable world of violence, drug use and abuse, bouncing at
strip clubs in East Vancouver, in close proximity to various
gang members, and the very real trials of a man tangled up in
a life he never wanted. 

Now in his early fifties, Black Author, Speaker, and
Mentor, Ben Smith, reflects on his passage to
manhood in a dangerous world of uncertainty... 
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The Goliath trilogy will be released over the coming months on Kindle and as a combined package on the Goliath
Foundation website with 1-on-1 coaching sessions with author, youth advocate, and mental health coach, Ben Smith.

The Goliath Foundation provides trauma-informed, strengths-based support for young men who struggle with race, identity,
mental wellness, and self-worth. Goliath’s mission is to provide the tools needed for self-regulation, prevention, and healing
shared by mentors with lived experience and relatability who model hope and possibility for young men as future fathers.
Founded by a former high-risk youth, an Indigenous adult-adoptee and foster care survivor, and their mixed-race daughter.
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Mental health advocate BEN SMITH challenges TOXIC MASCULINE CYCLES with
SEMI-AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL NOVEL smashing barriers to MOVE MEN PAST PAIN 

 

Read the first chapter of Facing Goliath
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